RUGS Meeting 28th January 2019
Who was at our meeting:













Ash Green – Samanvi Machineni (Year 5) and Isla de Pee (Year 5)
Ellison – Emily Conroy (Year 6) and Ben Lee (Year 6)
Gladstone – Ruby Mills (Year 5) and Jacob Kelsall (Year 5)
Goldenhill – Paige Boot (Year 6) and Maison Cookson (Year 6)
Summerbank – Taiba Noor Jameel (Year 5) and Abu-Bakr Mehmood (Year 6)
Mr Lovatt - CEO
Mrs Foster – Ash Green
Mrs Stead – Hub Manager
Mrs Annese - Gladstone
Miss Hargreaves - Ellison
Mrs Hammett - Summerbank
Mrs Johnson - Goldenhill
What we did:
Gladstone Primary Academy and Ellison Primary Academy shared their good news! Thankyou to Jacob and Ben for
sharing such lovely news with us.
We then reminded ourselves of the last session where we talked about ‘inspirational’ learning and who or what
inspired us to be fantastic learners.
We split in to two groups, with representatives from each academy in both groups. We thought about what an
inspirational Societas academy would look like. We mindmapped all our ideas and then shared our ideas with the
other group. After this, we all voted individually on our top three high quality learning images. Look at our fabulous
thinking below!
The key ‘ingredients’ of an inspirational Societas academy…
Values: Respect, gratitude, independence, bravery to try new things, being caring, kindness, perseverance
Learning:







lots of different subjects and opportunities to learn so that children can ‘shine in their own way’.
talking about new and different ideas that we haven’t learned about before
learning in different spaces around academies and in different groups e.g. sometimes being quiet and calm,
sometimes working with others, sometimes working independently. Being in places that are light and have
greenery.
learning in different places outside classrooms e.g. the countryside, by the beach, in a secret garden, in a
space station!
learning with lots of different people e.g. family, teachers, experts from different professions: doctors,
police.

Our chosen high quality learning skills that we would see in all academies:





Confidence
Curiosity
Challenges
Learning new skills

Great ideas:





Food available to start our brains in the morning, ready for our learning.
Being confident by making speeches for the world to hear.
Different clubs because we are like a family that can learn in different ways.
Learning can be anywhere!

